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See inside for information on the NationaU~ 

This is your newsletter! 
Let us know if there is 
anything you would like 
to see in here. Please 
also feel free to write 
with suggestions, arti
cles , ads-whatever you 
think would make it 
more informative. We 
\\·ant to hear from our 
membership! 

Summer will soon to be here. Be sure to keep your 
eskies safe and cool. Dogs can succumb to the heat 
very quickly and you need to be able to recognize 
the warning signs before the situation turns critical. 
Don ' t let heat stroke happen to your dogs .. . stay 
cool! 

Breedina-what to consider: ., 

• • • • • • • • • 

Linebreed? Outcross? 
Look inside this issue 
for some good informa
tion on what to consider 
before doing a breeding. 
While it is a personal 
choice from breeder to 

•••••••••••• 

breeder, it's good to 
have some guidelines to 
help you in making that 
important decision. 
Good reading for the 
first time breeder and 
long-time breeders. 

•••••••••••• 

• • •• 
Join u in Florida for the 
next ational. It's sure 
to be a GRA D one. 

Officers' Letters 

Breeding information 

Summer safety 

' 2006 National info 

Fun recipes for dogs 

M yasthenia Gravis 

Advertisements 

• •••••••••••••••••••• 
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Association Officers 

President 

Anna Baughn 
Rt. 3, Box 8520 

Dillwyn, VA 23936 
(434) 392-7415 

eskies@kinex.net 

Secretary 

Heidi Halverson 
204 W 77th Street 

Chanhassen, MN 55317 
(952) 949-0 I 97 

h.halverson@mchsi .com 

Corresponding Secretary 

Debbie Mitchell 
11994 Pruett Road 
Krum, TX 76249 
(940) 482-3699 

eskiel 8@earthlink.net 

Publicity Director 

Kim Galloway 

Vice President 

Renee O'Donnell 
12089 State Route 90 

Locke, NY 13092 
(315)497-3267 

patsirish.eski@verizon.net 

Treasurer 

Sally Bedow 
1978 School Road 

Port Lavaca, TX 77979 
(36 I) 552-9083 
eskie@tisd.net 

Parliamentarian 

Bob Brekke 
304 19th Avenue, S.W. 

Byron, MN 55920 
(507) 775-6339 

eskyblue@msn.com 

1745 Ivy Stone Court 
Buford, GA 305 I 9 

(770) 963-6 I 20 
Sunshadows@charter.net 

The Board of Directors consist of the officers of the Association, the 
President (or his designee) of each Member Associations and Past 
Presidents of the Association. The Past Presidents of the Association 
are advisory directors only, with no rights to vote . 
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Included in the last newsletter was the following which has not had any 
volunteers to work with these committees. 
As President I am to reappoint committees. I would like to invite all 
members to participate. The committees not yet assigned are, 

*Breed Standard 
*Judges Committee 

If anyone is interested in either of these committees, please email me. 

The NAEDA is sponsoring a Junior to the Premier this year. We are proud 
of our juniors and enjoy supporting the future of our breed. 
Congratulations to Joshua Brown from Washington on a fine job last year 
in the Juniors competition. 

I can not express enough the need for participation in all areas of our 
National and local clubs. The BOD of the NAEDA is comprised of the Club 
Presidents of each state club. Please be sure to participate. We will be 
having more voting during the year since we now have only one meeting 
per year. We need your participation. 

October 21, 2006 is our National Show. We have two seminars scheduled. 
We are looking forward to a spectacular weekend 
As always, questions, ideas, and concerns are always welcome. Contact 
me anytime. 

Anna Baughn 
eskies@kinex.net 

www .eskiemagazine.com 
www.ukcdogs.com 
www.eskie.com/neada/index.html 



From the Vice-President 

I can' t believe the year is half over already. 

Don' t forget that the Florida American Eskimo Dog Association will be hosting the 36th 

Fall National on October 21, 2006 in Tampa at the USDTC building. Please make your 
reservations to attend. Remember to mention the American Eskimo Dog National when 
making your hotel reservations. For more information on the National please check the 
National website. 

As I'm writing this for the newsletter, I'm getting ready to head to the Premier, by the 
time you read this the Premier will be over. Congrats to all the winners at the Premier 
held in Michigan. Congrats to Josh Brown for receiving the sponsorship for the Premier. 

Remember to bring your auction items and we will be doing a 50/50 raffle to help benefit 
the National. 

Hope to see everyone in October in the sunshine state. 

Sincerely, 
Renee O'Donnell 



Well folks, it is that time again. Time for me to remind you all of the AOM and AOMX 
awards given by the National in the Fall. 

Last year I did not receive any AOM or AOMX applications. Needless to say, I was 
surprised. So, I decided, that in this issue of the newsletter I would help you out. 

In this issue you will find the application form which is also available on the National 
website. I cannot believe that there aren't some people out there with dogs that meet the 
criteria. 

In a nutshell, and without having to look at the application, here it is: 

Please list qualifying offspring. Include UKC registration numbers and qualifying 
title(s) earned. For the AOM award, a dog must sire at least 10 UKC titled offspring, 
a bitch, at least 5 UKC titled offspring. 

For the AOMX award, a dog must sire at least 20 UKC titled offspring, a bitch, at 
least 10 UKC titled offspring. 

Only one title per offspring may be used. Use the back of the form if necessary. A 
$10.00 application fee must accompany this form. 

Now I have made it easy for you , so please send me those forms with the fees so you can 
receive your awards at the National in Tampa on October 21, 2006! 

On another note, I have also included a piece written by C.A. Sharp entitled "What Price 
Glory: What Happens When Winning Is Everything" I strongly urge every breeder 
and prospective breeder to read this piece and take it to heart. It truly states what 
breeding should be all about, the quality of the animals, not the winning record of the 
animals. 

Since my article began with the AOM and AOMX awards, I felt it only fitting to end my 
article with this piece. 

Get the AOM and AOMX applications in to me so I can verify them in plenty of time for 
the National in Tampa in October, and please remember to BRING THOSE AUCTION 
ITEMS! 

THANKS FOR READING. 

Debbie Mitchell, Corresponding Secretary 



From The Secretary: 

Greetings Everyone! I hope everyone has had a great spring ... Tampa is 
qu ickly approaching and I would encourage everyone that has never been to a 
National show to attend! There are going to be some educational opportunities 
for newer club members on grooming as well as the usual socializing. The 
Florida AEDA is sure to put on a great show. I look forward to meeting all the 
folks in the South East that I have not yet had the pleasure in meeting. I don't 
know about you but any excuse for a trip to Florida is good in my books! Have a 
great summer! 

Thanks 

Heidi 



From the Treasurer: 

Now that summer is upon us, for those of us living in coastal areas the 
threat of hurricanes is very real and always in the back of our minds. 
We tend to watch weather reports with intensity, searching for any little 
radar blip that might signal the forming of one of those potential life 
threatening storms. 

So for those of us in the hurricane regions, let's all be sure we have our 
hurricane plans updated with our dogs (and other pets) in mind. Here's 
just a quick reminder of the things we need to have ready: 

• Do not leave pets behind when evacuating your home. 
• Many emergency shelters will not accept pets, so find a hotel or 

motel that will. 
• Keep a pet survival kit with emergency records, medications, and 

food on hand for at least five days. 
• Keep up to date identification information on your pets 

The U.S. House spoke loud and clear last week when they passed 
legislation requiring pets to be considered in future emergency 
preparedness plans. 

The bill, which passed 349-24, requires that state and local 
preparedness offices take into account pet owners, household pets, and 
service animals when drawing up evacuation plans. Offices that fail to 
do so would not qualify for grants from FEMA. 

Similar legislation has been introduced in the Senate, with the addition 
of a clause they would give the FEMA director authority to grand funds 
to state and local agencies for animal preparedness projects, including 
the building of emergency shelters. 

This is an area where we can be proactive. Contact your state senator 
and let him or her know how important this legislation would be to you 
personally whether you live in a hurricane prone zone or not. Other 
natural disasters such as floods, earthquakes, etc. could require the 
need for emergency pet shelters anywhere in the U.S. So let your 
senators know that this is important to you. 

Sally Bed ow, Treasurer 



National American Eskimo Dog Association 
Treasurer's Report 

Balance as of 02/20/06: $ 9,735.59 

Income for this period: 
Trophy donation: 2006 $ 60.00 
2006 Dues $ 698.50 

Total Income For Period $ 758.50 

Expenses for this period: 
Newsletter $ (376.48) 
Insurance renewal $ (625.00) 
Club development-WA club $ (250 .00) 
Fall 2006 show license $ (35 .00) 
Check printing charge $ (7 .75) 
Junior Show. Sponsorship $ (687.20) 

Total Expenses For Period $ (1,981.43) 

Balance as of 5/31/06: $ 8,512.66 

Rescue Fund Balance on 2/20/06: $ 1,297.00 

Expense per Kim for vet bills $ (100 .00) 

Balance in Rescue Fund as of 5/31/06: $ 1,197.00 



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
TO UNDERSTAND THIS DISEASE 

Myasthenia gravis is a disease which interrupts the way nerves communicate with 
muscles. In order to understand this disease, you must have some understanding of how 
things work in the normal situation. 

A NEURON IS A CELL. It has a head called a "cell body" at one end, a long strand 
called an "axon ," and a foot piece with small branching fingers called "foot 
processes." The neurons that myasthenia gravis involves have their cell bodies (their 
heads) in the spinal cord and their foot processes (their feet) in the voluntary muscles 
that we use to move our bodies (our" skeletal muscles.") The spinal cord sends a 
message to move a certain muscle. The neuron receives this message and carries it to 
that muscle. 

A NERVE IS A GROUP OF AXONS. The white fibrous structures we call nerves 
are actually groups of axons bundled together. 

NEUROTRANSMITTERS ARE CHEMICALS. In order for a message to be 
transferred between neurons, a chemical is released from the foot processes of the first 
neuron and is taken up by one of the branches of the receiving neuron's head ( or by the 
muscle.) After the chemical message has been successfully transferred, an enzyme 
destroys the neurotransmitter molecule in order to prevent on-going stimulation. The 
neurotransmitter we are concerned with in Myasthenia gravis is called " 
Acetylcholine" and the enzyme which degrades it is called "Acetylcholinesterase." 

THE NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION is the area where neuron and muscle 
interface. There are three types of muscle: heart muscle, smooth ( or involuntary) 
muscle (the kind that moves food through your intestine, or constrict your pupils, for 
example), and striated (or voluntary) muscle (the kind you use to walk, type, sing, 
and control facial expression). It is the neuromuscular junction on the striated muscle 
which is stricken in Myasthenia gravis. 

and now ... 

MYASTHENIA GRAVIS 
CONGENITAL MYASTHENIA GRAVIS. In this condition, the patient is 
born without normal neuromuscular junctions to striated muscles. There is no effective 
treatment. Myasthenia gravis has been described as a recessive genetic disease in the 
Jack Russell terrier, the Springer Spaniel, and the Smooth Fox Terrier. The miniature 
dachshund gets a congenital form which actually resolves with age. 

ACQUIRED MY ASTHENIA GRAVIS. This is a so-called "Autoimmune 
disease," meaning that the immune system is destroying neuromuscular junctions as if 
they were foreign invaders. What muscles are affected depend on which junctions have 
been destroyed. Therapy centers on stopping this immune reaction and prolonging 
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what acetylcholine activity is still present. This is done with a combination of 
immunesuppressive agents and medications to inhibit acetylcholinesterase. 

CLINICAL SIGNS/ SYMPTOMS 

Symptoms center on muscle weakness affecting the eyes, muscles of facial expression, 
throat / esophagus (in dogs), and limbs. This translates into early exercise fatigue (in 
about 60% of patients), megaesopha,rns, voice change, or difficulty swallowing. 

There is an acute form which is rapidly progressive and quickly lethal. This form is 
associated with "thymoma," a tumor of the thymus gland (located in the chest) . 

Because Myasthenia gravis is so common, 
any dog with general muscle weakness, difficulty swallowing, 

or megaesophagus should be tested for Myasthenia gravis. 

TESTING 

In older times, testing was more complicated . Muscles were biopsied. Response to 
rapid acting intravenous drugs (the "Tensilon test") were examined. Nowadays, a 
simple (though not inexpensive) blood test can be done to check for antibodies against 
Acetylcholine receptors. This blood test is falsely negative in only 2% of cases. These 
same antibody blood levels can be used to monitor treatment progress. When 
antibodies drop to less than 0.6 nmol/L clinical signs generally resolve. 

Once a dog or cat has been found to have Myasthenia gravis, it is important to consider 
that immune mediated conditions often go together. There may be other problems 
afoot. 

A chest radiograph set should be taken to check for thymoma. 

TREATMENT 

Myasthenia gravis often goes into remission without treatment. In one study of 53 
dogs, 89% went into remission an average of 6.4 months (and within 18 months) after 
diagnosis. The dogs in this study that did not go into remission all developed cancer 
within 3 years of their myasthenia diagnosis . 

• Megaesophagus 

• 

In megaesophagus, the esophagus (the tube that connects the throat and 
stomach and transports food) becomes flaccid and useless. Patients with this 
condition regurgitate their food because they cannot effectively move food 
into their stomachs. They lose weight because they cannot retain food . They 
are also highly predisposed to aspirating (inhaling) food and saliva and 
developing especially intractable pneumonia as a result. 

It is important that this condition be recognized quickly so as to prevent 
debilitating weight loss and pneumonia. For more information on 
megaesophagus click here. 

Removing the thymus gland? 
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The thymus gland, located in the chest generally shrivels up after 
childhood/puppyhood/kittenhood. It is involved in the maturation of the 
immune system. In humans, tumors and excessive growths of the thymus 
frequently accompany the development ofmyasthenia gravis . Thymectomy 
(removal of the thymus gland) is a well accepted part of treatment for 
myasthenia gravis in humans but is still unproven to help in the treatment of 
dogs and cats. 

• Anticholinesterases 

Pyridostigmine (brand name Mestinon®) is the usual medication used to 
prolong the action of acetylcholine. By inactivating acetylcholinesterase, the 
receptors that have not been destroyed by the immune system can bind 
acetylcholine longer. It is typically given orally 2-3 times daily and is 
associated with some nausea. This can be dealt with by diluting the 
medication or by giving medication on a full stomach. Other side effects can 
be excess tearing of the eyes, and drooling. 

• Immune-Suppression 

Corticosteroids, such as prednisone and similar drugs can suppress the 
production of the antibodies that are destroying the neuromuscular junctions. 
In general these medications are avoided unless the anticholinesterase therapy 
does not yield acceptable results. Other stronger immune suppressive drugs 
(such as azathioprine) are only used if there are reasons that corticosteroids 
cannot be used due to diabetes mellitus, high blood pressure, concurrent 
infection etc. or if the myasthenia is especially severe. 

Vaccination should be postponed, as vaccination has been shown to 
exacerbate active myasthenia gravis. 

Early diagnosis is important to successful therapy. 

If you are worried about this disease, there is nothing wrong with 
asking for the antibody test as long as one docs not mind the 
expense. 

I 
I 
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Sire: Dam: 

Kort-Mar Alpine Ragin' Kajin 

UKC GR CH/ AKC CH 

BeSota 's Wild Child Zoe 

UKC GR CH/ AKC CH 

Visit our website at http://besota.pssweb.net 



{Puppie.s :Jlvaifalife 
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Qpti.7en :fiattern .J.5- '(j'f':Jl'f'air 

3 males and 3 females born May 31 st, 2006 ! ! 

UZ 'G 'Grf/:JlZ 'G 'Gr£ cBe.sota ~ ~now °Faflin3 on °Fuji "°Fuji" 
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Sun Shadows American Eskimos

Peyton is everything I wanted in a dog and

waited so long for. He has wonderful

movement, an engaging personality and is a

total pleasure to live with. At his first show

at 6 months old, he picked up two majors

toward his UKC championship. I am having

a lot of fun with this little boy! A heartfelt

thanks to Jim and Vada Binick and Kit
Kelly for providing me with this ever-

amusing sweetheart of a pup. His delightful

antics keep me laughing.

Kim Galloway
L745 lvy Stone Court
Buford, Geor$ia 30519
770.963.6L20
su nsh adows@cha rter. net

-

Presenting:
Kiva's Looking Back At You

ooPeyton"

AKC CH/UKC GR CH Sun Shadows Dream Catcher

x
AKC CH/UKC GR CH Kort-Mar Alpine Ragin' Kajin

f-
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Anna & Morey Baughn - Eros American Eskimos - www.americaneskimo.com/eros

Breeders - Vada &Jim Binick and Kit Kelly
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Linebre eding, Inbre eding &
Outcrossing

INBREEDING, LINE BREEDING, OUT CROSSING-WHICH IS BEST?
To paraphrase the great Laura Kialenaus, what matters is the quality and qualities of the

dogs in question; not the "formula" by which they are bred. Line breeding is often touted
as some sort of special way to get good dogs. Line breeding is simply weak inbreeding,
so carries all the problerns of both out crossing and inbreeding & simply gives people

uncomfortable with the idea of inbreeding a way to comfortably inbreed to retain desired
characteristics. The degree of relationship, in any case, does not necessarily indicate the
amount of genetic material shared. Everyone has seen two "identical" cousins, as well as

brother-sister pairs as unlike as night and day to illustrate this point. Again, sophisticated
decisions, based on in depth knowledge of what those pedigrees mean, are needed. To
breed two dogs together (wisely and for good results) you must have intimate knowledge
of the dogs in their respective pedigrees & what characteristics they likely share.

Out crossing: used to be (still is?) the time honored way to deal with a genetic problem.

When your line shows a problem, breed'out to "get rid of it." Except you don't --it is still
there, now just hidden--along with whatever the sire's family also contributed "in secret".
It may be back to haunt you (and your puppy buyers) later on. Document what you got &
what you are getting. Outcross when you need a "hybrid state" for best expression.
Outcross to bring things into your line you cannot find within it & know some unseen

"travelers" will accompany the traits you desire. The best outcrosses may not really be

outcrosses at all, as two separate families with similar styles & traits are merged together;
different names, but maybe the same 'good' genes for good heads are present, for
example, in both families. These trait or type breedings (assortive/assortative matings)
are a strategy to get the "good" genes for a trait without doubling up on a specific
individual. They have the extra added advantage to the breed (if not your specific
breeding) of possibly helping to preserve diversity in the population. Of course, many
"out crossings" wouldn't be that if extended pedigrees were viewed: many breeds & many
major & successful bloodlines in a breed go back to a handful of the same relatives (&
this is not necessarily a bad thing, if the dogs were good). Again, information on the dogs

in question is so necessary.

Inbreeding: brings skeletons out of the closet. They were already there, but now you have

to face them. It can be a great tool for finding out what you didn't know about your
bloodlines, but it takes a steely heart to face up to what you find. It also takes great dogs

to breed close as you are fixing traits fast and hard. The closer the breeding, the better the

two dogs must be to make it worth it. Call weak inbreeding line breeding if you like, but
breeding dogs closely related is technically inbreeding (although there is a good argument
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mother to be competitive & the stud owner finds the reputation of the sire is damaged by

those who see these poor quality pups as typical of what he produces. Stud owners

shouldn't allow themselves to become this kennel blind. Worse is the idea of starting out

with admitting "pet" animals & hoping (?) to breed something better somehow. This falls

under the old saw about silk purses & sows'ears, but incredibly is still attempted -&-
defended as a way to start in dogs. You just cannot "get there from here." Surely there are

more than enorigh dogs in this world without starting out deliberately to make mediocre

litters. Enough said.

BREEDING PEDIGREES (& other records), PoPULAR SIRE SYNDROME &
MATADORS. Too many people breed "paper tigers:" they breed dogs who are relatives

of a famous dog as if they were somehow magic or just as good, they breed to a dog's

popularity, it's show record, it's fame, or even to their best friend's dog or the closest,

most convenient dog. It's astounding as much as has been written in the last century about

the perils of breeding "paper" that it is still done so often. A sire is only as good as his get

& his get will equally reflect the bitches taken to him. It's no use to hope the one (or ten)

good pup(s) you saw out of him will happen to you when your bitch isn't like the dams of
ttror" p.rpr. Ii's even worse to think that his fame will arise in his litters; one cannot take

the parents' show records into the ring to convince the judge of the merits of their
offspring. Nor can you honestly think that a dog having "famous" grandparents gives you

a reiro, to breed. Further, when certain sires are overused in a breed, these popular sires

become a potential danger to the breed. If their influence is too widespread, then it
becomes hard to breed away from them. Diversity of style as weli as genes is lost in a

breed. If said popular sire turns out to have a damaging genetic flaw, the Popular Sire

Syndrome has now spawned a Matador--a dog whose late-recognized fault is now

wldespread enough in the breed to "kill" it. This is all bad practice. Selection is lost when

a pedigree or fame is the deciding factor for the choice of breeding partner. It's i11-

educated to breed to an ad or a reputation. It's a doomed effort (except for sales) to breed

for convenience or to "see what happens." And terrible dogs are made by blind line-

breeding: faults are fixed in & a good tine is eroded over time. Each breeding musts be

done seeing the sire and dam as crowded in by their respective families when it comes to

flaws, but itanding alone when it comes to what virtues they can even potentially offer.

There is, again, no recipe for breeding dogs & no substitute for a well-trained eye.

PRESERVING eUALftY & GENETIC DIVERSITY IN A BREED. As Dr. Jerome Bell

so succinctly put it: "It is the varied opinion of breeders as to what constitutes the ideal

dog, and their selection of breeding stock that maintains breed diversity." The current

probl"* of erupting genetic disease, as far as it applies to pedigrees & breeding, reflects

iwo trends. One is a problem of the "Matador," that is the "Popular Sire Syndrome."

When all run to breed to a winning dog, or some dog or bloodline, (for whatever reason,

be it convenience, ignorance or perceived value), genetic diversity can be lost. But

indiscriminate universal assortative matings is not the answer to this problem & can

actually reduce genetic diversity in the breed by "homogenizing" gene pairs across the

whole breed. Out crossing cannot solve the problem of genetic disease anymore than

inbreeding is the cause of it. However "type" breeding, that is, the mating of two animals

of similar looks, not similar pedigrees, CAN effect one particularly good thing which is
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to reproduce himself, for all his good looks. Very uneven litters & erratic littermate traits

result and are certainly not helpful to a breeding program & make it hard to track both
good and bad traits with any likely success. Sports can play another negative role in the

breed if they become famous show dogs (or just popuLar sires for any reason). Not only
are they breed despite the fact they are indifferent sires, their every mediocre relative is

used with great enthusiasm as the family is all thought consistently "good" (instead of
seen for the inconsistent lot they really are). Breedirig "paper" instead of dogs has a

consistently poor result, but breeding dogs who cannot reproduce themselves should be

recognized as a poor practice as well.

Great & consistent bloodlines have been built on good, consistent dogs bred by
knowledgeable breeders. Purebred domestic species are based on concentrating family
traits, so like dogs must somehow be bred together. Knowledge is the key here; knowing
in depth what you are breeding. Buyers shouldn't reward those who breed casually,

indifferently, or for superficial traits. And please don't condemn breeders who have the

courage to acknowledge the faults in their dogs & their bloodlines (or who try to elicit
information & public discussion of the same). A11 bloodlines carry along faults, not just
the ones where the faults are seen & reported. Again, the situation now is too often one

where people breed without knowledge, producing affecters and carriers & just not
knowing it, as they don't keep adequate records, do enough homework, etc. Just ask

yourself how this can be preferable to accumulating information than can only benefit the

breed? Who exactly benefits from all this ignorance? Surely not the dogs, the potential
breeding partners left in ignorance, or the potential puppy buyers. For the breeds to

benefit from the control of genetic disease we need to do what most Code of Ethics
demand: keep up with news in genetics & have an in-depth knowledge of the dogs we are

using. This means understanding the basics of inheritance & knowing how to apply them
for good results in your breeding practices. This means marking pedigrees with more than
color and titles. This means accepting that most diseases we now struggle with have a
genetic component & treating such situations conservatively AND rationally. We need to

educate ourselves, to stop reacting violently to the notion of genetic disease & start

treating it with a more sophisticated and realistic view. We need to not just leam as we
go, but read before we breed, & bone up on the basics before we start creating lives.

For more information on dog genetics, see:

"The Ins and Outs of Pedigree Analysis, Genetic Diversity, and Genetic Disease

Control,"Jerold S. 8e11. D.V.M.
(http ://sirusdog.com/bell/htm)
GENETICS OF THE DOG, Malcolm B. Willis
(Howell, 1989).
CONTROL OF CANINE GENETIC DISEASE, George A. Padgett, DVM
(Howell, 1998).
MEDICAL & GENETIC ASPECTS OF TFIE PUREBRED DOG
Clark & Stainer (Forum, 1994).
BORN TO WIN, Patricia Craige
(Doral Publishing, 1997).
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lf you're swimming for the first time with your dog, start in shallow water and coax him in by ealling
his name. Encourage him with toys or treats. Or, let him follow another experienced dog he is
friendly with.

Never throw your dog into the water.

lf your dog begins to paddle with his front legs, lift his hind legs and help him float. He should
quickly catch on and keep his back end up.

Don't let your dog overdo it; swimming is very hard work and he may tire quickly.

lf swimming at the ocean, be careful of strong tides.

lf you have your own pool, make sure your dog knows where the stairs or ladder are located. Be
sure that pool covers are firmly in place; dogs have been known to slip in under openings in the
covers and drown.

Never leave your dog unattended in water.

Travel

By Air - Many airlines will not ship animals during summer months due to dangers caused by hot
weather. Some will only allow dogs to fly in the early morning or in the evening. Check with your
airlines for specific rules.

lf you do ship a dog, put icepacks or an ice blanket in the dog's crate. (Two-liter soft drink bottles
filled with water and frozen work well.) Provide a container of fresh water, as well as a container of
frozen water that will thaw over the course of the trip.

By Car - Keep your dog cool in the car by putting icepacks in his crate. Make sure the crate is well
ventilated.

Put a sunshade on your car windows.

Bring along fresh water and a bowl, and a tarp or tent so you can set up a shady spot when you
stop. Keep a spray bottle filled with water to spritz on your dog to cool him down.

By RV - A dog's safety should not depend on the air conditioning and generator systems in an RV or
motor home. These devices can malfunction, with tragic results.

lf you leave your dog in an RV with the generator running, check it often or have a neighbor monitor
it. Some manufacturers have devices that will notify you if the generator should malfunction.

Never leave an RV or motor home completely shut up, even if the generator and AC are running.
Crack a window or door or run the exhaust fan.

Never, ever leave a dog unattended in a vehicle in the summer months. Heatstroke and death can
occur within minutes in warm temperatures.

Heatstroke

Heatstroke can be the serious and often fatal result ol a dog's prolonged exposure to excessive
heat. Below are the signs of heatstroke and the actions you should take if your dog is overcome.

Early Stages:

o Heavy panting.
r Rapid breathing.
o Excessive drooling.
o Bright red gums and tongue.
o Standing 4-square, posting or spreading out in an attempt to maintain balance.
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BuyinglBreeding Show Quality Dogs

Breeders use a number of terms to define show quality animals. Variations of the words

"prospect", "potential", etc. are seen many times in advertisements - both on the internet
and in newspapers. The following two definitions will help to bring some clarity to this
issue.

Definitions:

Show Oualitv: This term should indicate that an animal is worthy of being shown in a
Conformation ring. Breeders rarely use this term in conjunction with a young puppy.

Show Prospect: This term should indicate that a young puppy shows potential to be

shown in a conformation ring.

How does one go about finding a high quality animal?

Principle L: It is an EXCEPTION rather than a rule that a good show prospect will be

found in a newspaper advertisement or an internet add. Responsible breeders as a rule do

not advertise show quality animals through these types of advertisments. They do not
need to do so because they already have show homes for the puppies or are keeping the

show prospects for themselves.

Principle 2:. BEWARE...responsible breeders do not advertise "breeding stock" for sale.

Not all show breeders are created equal. Some breeders may brag about the number of
finished Champions they have bred over the years. Do not take this to automatically infer
that these breeders are necessarily responsible. Other breeders may advertise "show
prospects" or "show quality" animals but do not show themselves... RUN the other
way!!!! Also, be aware that it requires more than ONE Champion in a pedigree to make a

star. Champion sire means nothing if the dam is worth nothing.

How does one become a responsible breeder?

Patience. Anyone who truly wishes to show and become a responsible breeder needs to

know that it wilt not happen overnight! The following advice is golden: 1. Start saving

monoy 2.Take the time to be patient and 3. Study .

A thorough knowiedge of breed standards, canine genetics and general dog information is
invaluable. Subscribe to the AKC GazetteMagazine. There is a wealth of information
to be obtained! Subscribe to any breed specific magazines. These are often mines of
information. As these magazines are studied be careful not to become blinded by the

many ads from some individuals advertising the number of Champions they have
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Breeders use a nurnber of terms to define show quality animals. Variations of the words
"prospect", "potential", etc. are seen many times in advertisements - both on the intemet

and in newspapers. The following two definitions will help to bring some clarity to this
issue.

Definitions:

Show Oualitv: This term should indicate that an animal is worthy of being shown in a
Conformation ring. Breeders rarely use this term in conjunction with a young puppy.

Show Prospect: This term should indicate that a young puppy shows potential to be

shown in a conformation ring.

How does one go about finding a high quality animal?

Principle L: It is an EXCEPTION rather than a rule that a good show prospect will be

found in a newspaper advertisement or an internet add. Responsible breeders as a rule do

not advertise show quality animals through these types of advertisments. They do not
need to do so because they already have show homes for the puppies or are keeping the

show prospects for themselves.

Principle 2:. BEWARE...responsible breeders do not advertise "breeding stock" for sale.

Not all show breeders are created equal. Some breeders may brag about the number of
finished Champions they have bred over the years. Do not take this to automatically infer
that these breeders are necessarily responsible. Other breeders may advertise "show
prospects" or "show quality" animals but do not show themselves... RUN the other
way!!!! Also, be aware that it requires more than ONE Champion in a pedigree to make a

star. Champion sire means nothing if the dam is worth nothing.

How does one become a responsible breeder?

Patience. Anyone who truly wishes to show and become a responsible breeder needs to

know that it will not happen overnight! The following advice is golden: 1. Start saving

money 2.Take the time to be patient and 3. Study .

A thorough knowledge of breed standards, canine genetics.and general dog information is
invaluable. Subscribe to the AKC Gazette Magazine. There is a wealth of information
to be obtained! Subscribe to any breed specific magazines. These are often mines of
information. As these magazines are studied be careful not to become blinded by the

many ads from some individuals advertising the number of Champions they have
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Reputations. Reputations are made, not bom. The novice is in control of his own
destiny. Each breeder sets up a reputation which may be either good or bad. In the first
years most breeders find that people will not be beating down their doors in order to
obtain a show quality dog. It is a RARE case that novice individuals will find established
breeders wanting their dogs. Many novice individuals will also find that they will have to
spend their own money and time in order to obtain Championship titles on the fust feu'
litters. Some also experience the loss of "friends" as their skills increase, their show wins
increase and their reputation as a fine breeder solidifies. Fine breeders are not in the

business of winning popularity contests.

It is generally regarded that the five year mark is crucial. Once past this anniversary most
potential breeders survive and continue on to become established. Many novice
individuals never make it past this first stage. Being polite and professional even in the

face of criticism goes a long way in the establishment of a reputation as a reputable
breeder. Starting out with fine animals is also of prime importance. A program that
begins with the breeding of lesser quality animals is doomed almost from the start.
Responsible breeders do look at pedigrees and if a dog's pedigree reflects petshop dogs or
dogs from irresponsible breeders, they will not want to work with that owner.

Being a novice is no shame. It is perhaps one of the best times as the burden of
responsibility is not as great. As experience is gained so does breed responsibility. (note:
this is not to imply any degree of irresponsibility. Breeders are always responsible
for the dogs they produce, regardless of"experience level.). Learning never stops.
Breeders should study other canine breeds as well as their own.

Breed not for ego. The hallmark of an irresponsible breeder is one who breeds strictly
for the wins and not for the breed. These two things are not necessarily the same thing. A
dog whose movement is outstanding but lacks type or breed specific traits should not be

added to the breeding pool. A dog that cannot perform its purpose (i.e. hunting, herding,
even being a quality pet, etc.) is, again, breeding for a win and not for the breed. Leaming
the difference takes time.

Know the breed. Learn the history of the breed. Novices should know that they cannot
go forward without knowing the past.

The greatest downfall of potential breeders is their failure to study breed
standard. This should be studied until it is practically memorized. The

application of breed standard to individual dogs is also an indispensable tool in
the establishment of a quality breeding program.

Written by:
Izat Italian Greyhounds
Member of the Italian Greyhound Club of America
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better structure but a less showy attitude? A dog's grooming or show presence may be a credit to
the person who put the work into creating them, but they won't go with the puppies unless the
breeder includes the groomer's or handler's business card along with the papers.

Winning has become so important to some people that they employ a number of practices to
improve their odds of winning. Some are as simple as carefully studying judges and choosing
which to exhibit a dog under. Others will alter their dogs to better conform to the standards or the
current winning fashion, taping or gluing of ears to correct the set, dying of coats to cover color
faults, tattooing pink skin that should have been pigmented, straightening crooked teeth,
surgically altering tail sets or other physical features, and a variety of other practices. AII of these
alterations disguise the dog's phenotype-the look that his genes gave him. In spite of this, the
genes remain what they are. The prick ears, gay tail or bad bite will come out in the progeny.
Unfortunately, the person who bred to the dog or bought its pup may be ignorant of the
alterations and assume she is buying genes to produce what she sees in the ring.

Even when a top winner is equally outstanding as a sire, the emphasis on his wins can lead to the
popular sire syndrome. No matter how good the dog, he will have a few bad genes. The wide use
of a popular sire and subsequent inbreeding and linebreeding on him will increase the frequency
not only of the genes everyone wants, but those they don't want as well. If a dog and his near kin
are used too extensively, particularly in breeds with small populations, there may be few places
to go when the unwanted genes make their presence known.

And what of the dog that doesn't win, or maybe never sees the inside of a ring? Is it, of necessity
"not breeding quality?" Dogs are as individual as people. Some do not like shows dnd will not
show well. If the animal is in other respects an excellent example of the breed, why pass it by?
What of the bitch scarred by some accident, precluding her from any chance at a win? That scar
or injury won't be inherited. If she's a good quality, why not breed her? Occasionally a fine
animal will belong to someone who hasn't ever shown it and doesn't want to. In most cases, such
dogs will belong to people who acquired them as pets. Pet status is not slmonymous with poor
quality. A knowledgeable breeder who knows the dog's pedigree background and how it's near
relatives have produced may be able to make excellent use of that dog in his breeding program.

The relative success of any two dogs in the ring has no dependable correlation with their success
as breeding animals. The big winner can be a dud stud while the dog with a more modest
competitive record may throw marvelous puppies. The youngster who seems to be winning
everything and has thrown puppies with promise is a greater gamble than the mature dog with a
less stellar career. You will know what that older dog is and probably what he has produced, but
a few years down the line that big-winning wunderkind could mature into mediocrity or develops
a late-onset hereditary disease.

Winning is great fun and it doesn't come easy. Those who are successful deserve to be
congratulated for their efforts. But those wins should never be a prime consideration when
making breeding decisions. What that winner is, what he does and what he produces outside the
ring are far more important to breeding than even the highest titles or top honors from the most
prestigious events.
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Six Issues

Full Page r $t5.00 $25.00

Half Page- $t0.00 $s0.00

Quarter Page- $ 7.00 $s5.00

Business Card- $ 5.00 $20.00

Cover (in color) $45.00*
*All issues avatlable by reservation exceptfor the one following the National.
The cover for that tssue is reservedfor the winner at no cost.
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National Weekend

October 2L, 20 0 5

Don't miss a very important seminar on
Saturday night back at the show si t,e at

7 z00PM

Bob Rogers D.V.M,
Presents:

"New Vaccination Protocols r
It's Not Controversial Anymore"

Saturday Evening Seminar at 7:00PM - Dr. Bob Rogers, DVM
dAre We Over Vaccinating Our Pets?
,f,How Vaccines Work and the Newer Knowledge of

Immunology
*ryAre Vaccines Safe?
,flDuration of Immunity, a Review of the Literature
flVaccinations recommended for Dogs
#Vaccines not recommended for Dogs
. *Vaccines recommended for Cats
flVaccinations not Recommended for Cats
,#1 1/2 Hour Slide Presentation
w-To be followed by a question and answer period
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